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Onomatopoeia is a kind of sign language.There are the relations, one 
Onomatopoeia can stand for many sounds, or many Onomatopoeia can stand for only 
one sound. It not only makes the language more pleasing and lively, but also makes it 
much more easy to understand. In Chinese or Thai, although Onomatopoeic is just a 
small part of the sentence and not as important as a verb or a pronoun, but we should 
not omit its usefulness. It frequently appears in colloquialism (spoken language) and 
literature. It has characteristic grammatical structure which helps refine sentence. In 
the past, there were few numbers of researches about Onomatopoeia. But now, the 
number of the researches is increasing and getting complicated as the Onomatopoeia 
is more frequently used in many writings and colloquialisms (spoken language). The 
information in the existing researches is still not sufficient and most of the researches 
mainly discuss on sign language topic. Therefore, the author expected that this 
research, Chinese-Thai Onomatopoeic comparison, will fulfill the information. 
This research compares Chinese and Thai, then analyzes the meaning of each 
Onomatopoeia both in Chinese and in Thai, and explains Onomatopoeia in Chinese 
for Thai students. The explanation is about the Chinese and Thai Onomatopoeic 
comparison, relational meaning, efficiency of sentence. The author has studied Thai 
and Chinese translation and made a questionnaire with 150 students who are studying 
Chinese in Thai university.  The results are analyzed to examine the ways Thai 
students act to Chinese Onomatopoeia. The Author hopes this research could help 
improving teaching method for Thai to study Chinese and be a useful reference. 
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              在 หลักภาษาไทย[7]，中有两个表示拟声词的词，“สัทพจน”是书面







        สรบุศย รุงโรจนสุวรรณ  在《泰语拟声词研究》中提到，Hinton,Nichols,and 
Ohala 认为“Sound Symbolism” （拟声词）的名称有很多，如： imitative 
sound symbolic words, imitatives, Onomatopoeic words, phonosymbolic words, noise 
words, reduplicated sound-symbolic expressions, onomatopes, onomatopoeia, 
Onomatopoeic ideophones, phonomimes, giseigo/giongo 等等。[8] 
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声音来称呼那种动物。2.DING DONG Theory, 这一理论认为语言里的词是模拟















   “ The American Heritage Dictionary of English Language ” ： The 
formation or use of words such as buzz or murmur that imitate the 
sounds associated with the objects or actions they refer to. 
   “Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English”：The 
formation of words in imitation of the sounds associated with the 
thing concerned (as cuckoo for the bird that utters this cry) 
[11]
  
    ONOMATOPOEIA 拟声[法]构词，拟声模仿自然声音的词的构词（法），拟声
词如 miaow（喵喵[猫叫声]）、moo（哞哞[牛叫声]）。语言中以这种声音模仿
为基础的词，数量非常有限；而词作为任意符号这一约定俗成的特性，则是人
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第二章  拟声词的归类及研究现状 
第一节  汉语拟声词的归类 
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